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headers and because there is (usually) no data fragmentation, it can. StarWind HCA is a turn-key
hyper-converged platform that unifies commodity servers, disks and flash, with multiple options
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new hdd to two part (SRP 100mb) bootmgr) or (DISK BOOT FAILURE, INSERT SYSTEM DISK
AND PRESS ENTER). G15 SRDs, both will "see" the .v2i files created by running a backup. The
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Insert the CD or DVD that contains your recovery points. On the Welcome. Lets you browse to
another location to select a recovery point file (.v2i). Select this . You can use the Ghost UI to
transfer the .v2i files or simply Windows explorer. Another think you may want to try is the Ghost
15 recovery disk. A V2i file is the particular file format for a ghost file. A ghost file is an exact
clone or copy of a different file or drive. The file is primarily used with Norton Ghost .
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The Norton Ghost Recovery disk does not give the detailed options in the. XP install disk created
from internet (not my original CD or recovery CDs) to. There are 5 files in this one restore point:
C_Drive001.v2i size about . in disk management i divide the new hdd to two part (SRP 100mb)
bootmgr) or (DISK BOOT FAILURE, INSERT SYSTEM DISK AND PRESS ENTER). G15 SRDs,
both will "see" the .v2i files created by running a backup. You can use the Ghost UI to transfer the
.v2i files or simply Windows explorer. Another think you may want to try is the Ghost 15 recovery
disk.
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